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Jan 2013:
250 ACOs
were serving
> 4 million
people
Uneven
geographic
distribution
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Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs)
Defined under Medicare Shared Savings Program and
Medicare Pioneer ACO Program
ACOs can also be structured around a commercial
population typically involving a specific payor
While both have shared savings and quality metrics,
the rules governing Medicare ACOs are very different
from what parties agree upon for commercial ACOs
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Flexible rules

◦ ACO must be a legal entity recognized under state
law
◦ Entity must have a TIN
◦ Entity must be capable of statutory functions of
ACO
 But, it does not need to be a Medicare provider
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•Need an identifiable governing board, which includes:
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•75% ACO participants (providers/suppliers) enrolled in Medicare and have a TIN
•One Medicare beneficiary

•Leadership and Management, including
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•An executive accountable to the governing board
•Senior level medical director (board certified)

•Conflict of interest policy, which includes:
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•Disclosure of relevant financial interests
•Includes a process to address conflict

•Compliance functions

•Processes to promote evidence-based Medicare, report the necessary dates to evidence quality and cost
measures, and coordinate
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Commercial ACOs
Legal structure

Governance

• A separate legal entity is an
option– not a requirement

• A lot more flexibility

• No requirement of a TIN
• Can create ACO by contract
• Can use commercial joint
venture (not permitted for MSSP)

• Shift in orientation from
participants to relative financial
contributions
• Options for Tiered management;
where are decisions made
• Owners; participants
• Role of physicians
• Committees
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ACO Components: Shared Savings Participants,
Governing Body, Owners, Members and
Contracted Providers
Categories May
Overlap . . .

Contracted
providers

ACO Owners?

Roles of
Providers
vs. Board
vs. Owners
varies

Shared
Savings
ACO
ACO
Members
Participants
Governance

ACO
Members
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ACO: Challenges in Formation
Governance Structure

MSSP requirements prescriptive
Commercial ACO may not need/want the
same structure

Establishing Appropriate Financial
Relationships with Physician participants

At the formation stage is there sufficient
data to commit to share savings among a
range of previously unaffiliated providers

Proper assignment of TINs and beneficiaries
Predicting/Understanding baseline used to determine shared savings
Establishing what is needed for the operation of the ACO before the ACO is operating
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Medicare FFS beneficiaries are assigned to
an ACO based on their use of primary care
services furnished by an ACO professional

Individuals enrolled in a Medicare
Advantage plan under part C, or in a PACE
program or in a “Seniorcare” program under
Section 1876 of the Act are not eligible for
assignment to an ACO under the Shared
Savings Program
9

Beneficiaries assigned
based on where they
receive their “primary
care services”

Beneficiaries are first assigned to the ACO
based on the primary care services provided
by primary care physicians
Beneficiaries who are not receiving services
from a primary care physician may be
assigned to the ACO on the basis of primary
care services provided by other physicians
(i.e. specialists)

Beneficiaries will be assigned to an ACO if they receive a
plurality of their primary care services from it
Plurality rule will be applied on the basis of accumulated
allowed charges –not a service count
10
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Primary care physicians required to be exclusive to
an ACO in order for the attribution process to work

Specialists who furnish primary care and the
primary care services of PAs and NPs also must
be exclusive to a single ACO

CMS adopted an “exclusivity” requirement
based on the taxpayer identification number
(TIN)s under which the services of specialists,
PAs and NPs included in the assignment
process must be exclusive to one ACO
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Difficult to ensure that specialists will be treated as nonexclusive
Broadly defined “primary care” codes
Plurality of allowed
charges determines
attribution

No threshold –single visit could trigger

Potential Clash between
ACOs

Overlap physician/group participation in multiple ACOs

Specialists ‘exclusivity’ can depend on activities
of other physicians
- Collective determinations at the ACO and TIN level

Skew patient attribution?
- Undermine 5000 threshold
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Attribution of enrollees typically prospective
and transparent in commercial setting
◦ Distinct advantage



Exclusivity—

◦ Question of contract
◦ Antitrust implications
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Hospital

Physicians

ACO, LLC
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Hospital

Physician
Owned ACO

• Other providers
may or may not
be ACO
Members

Other
Physicians

• Other providers
may or may not
participate in
shared savings

Ancillary
providers
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MSOs – Multiple MSOs are partnering with provider groups
participating in the MSSP to supply clinical personnel (nursing
care management, health coaches, and social work),
technology, evidence-based medical protocols, analytics, and
reporting
Examples include:
◦ Accountable Care Associates (one ACO with beneficiaries in
California, Massachusetts, Iowa, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania).
◦ Imperium Health Management (one ACO with beneficiaries
in Indiana and Kentucky).
◦ MedChi Network Services (three ACOs with beneficiaries in
Maryland).
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Pharmacy: Walgreens
◦ Walgreens has partnered with physician groups to
develop three ACOs (in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Florida, and Texas) and become the first
pharmacy in the MSSP
 The partnership plans to give Walgreens
pharmacists and Take Care Clinic nurse
practitioners access to health records and
promote communication between Walgreens
providers and the primary care physicians and
specialists within these networks
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Universal American (NYSE: UAM), a publicly traded
health insurance holding company, jointly owns 31
Medicare ACOs through its subsidiary, CHS.

Universal American is a Medicare Advantage Plan
Universal American through its subsidary CHS is
investing more than $50 million in an accountable
care network
This network includes more than 2,000 participating
physicians covering an estimated 300,000 Medicare
FFS beneficiaries in 13 states
18
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All UAM ACOs have entered into participation
agreements with CMS’s one-sided risk model

◦ no loss potential for the first 3 years of the initial
contract (limited maximum of 50% of savings each year).





UAM owns a 51% stake in each Medicare ACO
UAM will receive a share of savings/bonuses-tied
to its ownership share and other factors
In March 2012, UAM acquired APS Healthcare, a
provider of care management, coordination, and
behavioral health services to Medicaid agencies
◦ APS assets/personnel will likely be leveraged by UAM in
its ACO venture
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Longstanding antitrust issues with provider
networks that negotiate price

◦ Is there real integration that provides efficiencies - clinical,
financial or otherwise?
◦ Is joint price setting needed to make the initiative wor?k
◦ Will the venture block competition or cause competitive
harms that outweigh benefits -- too much market power?
Exclusivity that creates bottleneck?



Medicare ACOs can involve both clinical and, via
performance savings distributions, financial
integration
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CMS originally proposed antitrust pre-screening barring ACOs
hitting antitrust risk threshold that do not get favorable advance
review from FTC or DOJ
FTC and DOJ proposed new policy guidance
CMS final rule abandons mandatory prior antitrust review. 76
Fed. Reg. 67,806 (Nov. 2, 2011)
Antitrust agencies issue final guidance, including new “safety
zone” -- Statement of Antitrust Enforcement Policy Regarding

Accountable Care Organizations Participating in the Medicare
Shared Savings Program, 76 Fed. Reg. 67,026 (Oct. 28, 2011)



CMS will give antitrust agencies aggregate claims data on
allowed charges and fee-for-service payments for ACOs
accepted into the SSP and copies of SSP applications of ACOs
formed after March 23, 2010.
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New FTC-DOJ guidance applies to all Medicare
ACOs, including those that wish to contract
with commercial payers
New “safety zone” for ACOs meeting specific
standards
Safety zone applicability tied to provider
membership relative to thresholds in defined
“Primary Service Areas” (“PSAs”)
Guidance complements prior 1996 guidance
on provider network joint ventures; remain in
effect for non-Medicare ACOs
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Agencies will provide process for expedited
voluntary requests for review
For ACOs that do not qualify for safety zone,
agencies will consider a range of information
suggesting that PSA shares may not reflect
actual market power
They will also consider pro-competitive
justifications
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Agencies will not challenge Medicare ACOs
that fall within a new “safety zone,” absent
extraordinary circumstances.
ACO participants (e.g., each physician group, individual
practitioner, or hospital) that provide the same service
(“common service”) must have a combined share ≤ 30% of
each common service in each participant’s Primary Service
Area (“PSA”), wherever two or more ACO participants
provide that service to patients from that PSA.
◦ PSA is the “lowest number of postal zip codes from which the [ACO
participant] draws at least 75 percent of its patients.”
◦ PSA to be scored separately for each independent provider
in ACO. CMS to make Medicare data available for calculations.
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Hospitals and ambulatory surgery centers must be “nonexclusive” to the ACO to be in the safety zone.

◦ I.e., the provider must be allowed to contract individually or affiliate
with other ACOs or commercial payers.
◦ Assessed on practical realities, rather than by nominal phrasing of
documents.



“Dominant provider limitation” -- if an ACO provider has
a PSA share greater than 50% of any service that no other
ACO participant provides to patients in the PSA.
◦ Where the limitation applies, the provider must be non-exclusive to
the ACO to qualify for safety zone.



Rural exception permits inclusion of one physician or
group in any specialty regardless of share
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Prior antitrust guidance indicated providers could avoid “per se” rule
against price-fixing for joint negotiations with payers if (1) financially
integrated via risk sharing or (2) clinically integrated and price
negotiation by the provider network is reasonably necessary for
venture to work.

◦ Under 1996 policy statement, clinical integration is shown by implementing an ongoing
program to evaluate and modify practice patterns by provider participants and creating
a high degree of interdependence and cooperation among providers to control costs
and ensure quality.



New Enforcement Policy says being a CMS approved ACO defeats per

se treatment of joint price negotiations with commercial payers:

◦ [I]f a CMS-approved ACO provides the same or essentially the same services in the
commercial market, . . . [t]he [CMS] integration criteria are sufficiently rigorous that joint
negotiations with private-sector payers will be treated as subordinate and reasonably
related to the ACO’s primary purpose of improving health care services. . . . [R]ule of
reason treatment [provided] to an ACO if, in the commercial market, the ACO uses the
same governance and leadership structure and the same clinical and administrative
processes.
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ACO Requirements

MedSouth

GRIPA

TriState

SHO**

Norman
PHO

Accountable for quality, cost, and
overall care











Formal legal structure organization











Includes sufficient number of PCPs











Leadership and management
structure with clinical and
administrative systems











Reports on quality, utilization, and
clinical processes and outcomes











Defines processes to promote
evidence-based medicine, reports
on quality and cost, and
coordinates care











* Denied FTC approval
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Factors MedSouth

GRIPA

TriState

SHO*

Norman
PHO

Use of health
information technology











Physician financial
investment







X



Non-exclusive
contracting by
physician members







X



Joint contracting
ancillary to expected
efficiencies







X



Enforcement
mechanisms to ensure
member compliance







X



*IPA= Independent Practice
Association/ PHA = Physician
Hospital Organization
** Denied FTC approval
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ACOs expected to be of sufficient scale to
achieve statutory objectives
HHS may have less reason to be concerned with
market power in FFS Medicare than private
payers

◦ ACOs will not be negotiating rates of payment under
FFS Medicare, but in commercial setting could seek
to negotiate rates



ACO could also in some cases impinge on
prospects for Medicare Advantage programs

30
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Agencies flag four types of conduct that may be OK, but could
raise potential competition concerns:
◦ Use of ‘‘anti-steering,’’ ‘‘anti-tiering,’’ ‘‘guaranteed
inclusion,’’ ‘‘most-favored-nation,’’ or similar clauses to
discourage payers from directing or incentivizing patients to
choose certain providers
◦ Tying, expressly or via pricing policies, ACO’s services to
payer’s purchase of other services from providers outside the
ACO venture (and vice versa)
◦ Contracting on an exclusive basis with providers
◦ Restricting a payer’s ability to make cost, quality, efficiency,
and performance information available to enrollees, if it is
similar to information used in Medicare Shared Savings
Program
When might any of these actions itself be an
antitrust violation?
31



Norman PHO – (2/13/2013)

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2013/02/130213normanphoadvltr.pdf

◦ Where clinical integration is present, absence of
exclusivity can provide latitude even where share of
market’s physicians is very high
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Some providers may employ new health reform lingo to try
out familiar “united front” managed care contracting
strategies, with lip service to integration
Enforcement agencies will likely pierce the rhetoric, where
integration claims are empty, to challenge price fixing
activities. Cf. North Texas Speciality Physicians v. FTC, No.
06-60023 (5th Cir. 2008); Southwest Health Alliances, dba
BSA Provider Network (FTC complaint/consent agreement
(May 10, 2011)
FTC and DOJ may not press to the limit where there is
legitimate quality improvement and clinical integration
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Joint ventures of payers with provider
networks
Payers acquiring and operting provider
networks
◦ Same antitrust principles will apply
◦ Added element of “vertical” analysis

 Are other payers blockaded from viable network

34
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CMS has established five (5)
separate fraud & abuse waivers
under the Shared Savings Program
In general, these waivers provide
considerable flexibility to MSSP
participants
CAUTION: the waivers have been
praised for their breadth but there
are limits!
37

An “ACO pre-participation” waiver that applies to ACOrelated start-up arrangements

An “ACO participation” waiver that applies during the
period of when the entity is actively participating in the
Shared Savings Program and for a limited time thereafter
A “patient incentive” waiver for in kind incentives offered
by ACOs to beneficiaries to encourage preventive care and
compliance with treatment regimens
A “shared savings distribution” waiver
A “compliance with Stark Law” waiver
38
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The waivers apply only
to the Shared Savings
Program and
participating ACOs

The ACA includes separate
authority for Secretary to
waive fraud and abuse laws
for other demonstration
projects and pilot programs

The waivers only apply to Stark, anti-kickback
and CMPs and not to any other provision of State
or Federal law, including the Internal Revenue
Code

The waivers apply uniformly and are self
implementing – no need to apply to CMS/OIG
39

Confusion of
MSSP operations
and Commercial
operations

Different rules apply

Failure to identify
and isolate the
ACO patient
population

The Stark “Risk Sharing” exception focuses on enrollees of
a MCO

“Spill over” effect

Commercial ACO payments, inducements or other
benefits could affect providers’ treatment of
Medicare/Medicaid beneficiaries

Different populations – but potentially some overlap
Commercial ACOs do not have the benefit of the MSSP
waivers
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Operating in a manner
inconsistent with the ACOs
organizational documents or
representations made to CMS
or Third Party in contract
Misrepresentations Quality
in reports
Standards?
Other
metrics?
41

Establishing appropriate parameters for financial
relationships with physician participants
-

Formation: allocation of ownership or control?
Infrastructure support/services?
Shared shavings allocations?
Other payments?

Improper beneficiary inducements
Underestimating importance of “operational compliance” as
opposed to having a compliance program

Failure to keep proper records

- Documentation of Board determinations
- Records tracking how benefits distributed

Thumb on the scale- Falsifying data??
42
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Two questions

1. Can an ACO entity obtain recognition as a Section
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization?
2. Does participation in an ACO arrangement create
income subject to unrelated business income tax
(UBIT) for an otherwise exempt organization (EO)
(usually a hospital) or endanger EO exemption?

44
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Will tax exemption considerations be a major
factor?
◦ For the first two rounds of ACO selections in 2012,
it has been reported that less than half appear to
have significant hospital ownership and
participation



IRS Guidance: Notice 2011-20 (March, 2011)
and IRS Fact Sheet 2011-11 (October, 2011)

◦ Issued in concert with HHS proposed and final ACO
regulations as well as antitrust guidance
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Exemption for ACO

◦ Whether ACO entity that does not itself provide
health services can be exempt from federal income
taxes under Section 501(c)(3) has not been tested
◦ Possible exempt purposes
 Promotion of health for benefit of the community
 Lessening the burdens of government
 Relief of the poor

46
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In order to lessen the burdens of government,
two factors must be present:

1. The organization must demonstrate that the
applicable governmental unit considers the organization’s
activities to be its burden, and
2. The organization’s activities must actually lessen the
burden




Relief of the poor may be available for Medicaid
ACOs
IRS track record on tax exemption for commercial
ACOs not promising
◦ History with PHOs
◦ History with RHIOs
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MSSP Participation – Unrelated Business
Income Tax and Effect on Exemption per
Notice and Fact Sheet
◦ Private benefit and inurement

 Case-by-case analysis, based on all facts and
circumstances
 Deference to CMS regulation and oversight of MSSP
 IRS “expects” to not find inurement or substantial
private benefit if certain factors are present including
CMS has accepted ACO into MSSP
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 Other factors showing no inurement or private benefit

 EO’s share of economic benefits (including MSSP
payments) is proportional to its own
benefits/contributions to ACO, taking into account all
contributions made by ACO participants, whether in cash,
property, or services, and all economic benefits received
by participants
 Note: doesn’t clearly distinguish between allocation of
MSSP payments and allocation of ACO profit after payment
to providers

 Any EO ownership interest is proportional/equal in value
to capital contributions; all returns of capital, allocations
and distributions are proportional to ownership interests
 EO’s share of losses does not exceed its share of
economic benefits
 Dealings between EO and ACO/participants are at FMV
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MSSP Participation – Unrelated Business
Income Tax and Effect on Exemption per
Notice and Fact Sheet
◦ Unrelated business income tax

 Incentive payments received from ACO not from MSSP
(i.e. commerical payors): UBIT? This doesn’t make
sense. They are payments for services rendered by the
hospital

50
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The corporate tax issues apply to a corporate
C-corp ACO whether ACO is a stock or
taxable non-stock corporation
If the ACO is a pass-through entity, the
issues apply to C-corp owners
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ACO’s tax treatment for initial
contributions/dues from participants to ACO
– alternatives:
◦ Excludable as capital contributions under Section
118
◦ Includable as ordinary income, or payment for
privilege of membership rather than capital
contribution, making for mismatch of income and
expenses

52
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ACO deductions for payments to providers

◦ Withholds or bonuses accrued in a tax year must be
paid to cash-basis taxpayers within 2 ½ months of
the end of the tax year to be deductible in that year
(Section 404)
◦ Member or shareholder payments in excess of
reasonable compensation may be treated as
non-deductible dividends
◦ Member or shareholder bonuses paid pro rata
rather than according to performance may be
treated as non-deductible dividends
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ACO deductions for payments to providers
(cont’d)

◦ If ACO is paid on a capitation basis, can “incurred
but not reported” amounts be deducted?
 Is ACO an insurance company?

◦ See United States v. General Dynamics Corp., 481
U.S. 239 (1987)

54
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ACO deductions for payments to providers
(cont’d)

◦ Section 461(h) “all events” test for deductibility
◦ Whether a taxpayer is on a cash or accrual basis,
expenses may not be deducted until the year in
which:

 all events have occurred which determine the fact of
liability and the amount of such liability can be
determined with reasonable accuracy
 and in which economic performance occurs (when
services are performed)
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Other Considerations

◦ Limits on Membership Organization Losses contained
in Section 277 of the Internal Revenue Code
◦ Alternative of Subchapter T taxable cooperative tax
status
 Shared services or joint contracting organizations
operated on a cooperative basis as Subchapter T
cooperatives can reduce taxable income by
distributing or allocating net earnings to patrons
within the time and in the manner prescribed for
cooperative organizations in Sections 1381-88

56
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Parties to the ACO venture
ACO capital intensity



Need for valuation of equity interests



◦ Return on equity and ROI
Asset classes contributed to the ACO venture



◦ Nature of working capital contribution
◦ Participant buy/sell transactions
◦ ACO roll-ups
◦ Division of enterprise equity
◦ Tangible assets
◦ Intangible assets

58
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Business valuation methodology applicable
to ACO business enterprises
◦ Asset-based approach: Adjusted net asset
method
 Identification of asset classes
 Fair market value inputs for each asset

 Asset class dictates nature and degree of risk
 Working capital
 Tangible assets
 Intangible assets

 Valuation methods vary depending on asset class

 Liabilities and other obligations
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Business valuation methodology applicable
to ACO business enterprises, cont’d

◦ Income-based approach: Discounted future cash
flow method
 Projection of ACO cash flows
 Anticipated shared savings revenues to ACO
 Other ACO earnings
 Capitation
 Fee-based earnings

 ACO expenses and distributions






Administrative overhead
Compensation for administrative services
Physician compensation
Clinical compensation
Distributions of shared savings
60
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Business valuation methodology applicable
to ACO business enterprises, cont’d

◦ Income-based approach: Discounted future cash
flow method, cont’d
 Determination and application cost of capital
 Unsystematic risk
 ACO-specific unsystematic risk





Utilization risk
Liquidity risk
Participant mix
Asset mix
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Business valuation methodology applicable
to ACO business enterprises, cont’d
◦ Market-based approach

 Limited comparable transaction data
 Limited comparable public company data

◦ Discounts as applicable for lack of control and
marketability

62
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Administrative services
◦ Service arrangements





Governance
Executive committee
Health information management
Quality assurance and utilization

◦ Compensation arrangements, including atrisk element
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Clinical services

◦ Physician-employees of ACO participants

 Alignment of incentive compensation with ACO
objectives
 Away from volume-based incentives
 Toward quality-based incentives

 Participation in shared savings or losses

◦ Securing specialist coverage

 ACO participant employment of specialists
 ACO participant contracting for independent
specialist availability
64
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Nature and degree of risk associated with
asset class
“Waterfall” effects of ordering distributions
Applied rate of return
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Hierarchy of reinvestment and
distribution

◦ Reinvestment in the ACO’s infrastructure
 Technology
 Facilities
 Personnel

◦ Unbundling among ACO participant and/or ACO
provider/supplier classes
 Hospitals
 Physicians
 CAHs, RHCs, and FQHCs

66
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Fictitious
MSSP
ACO Name Notes
ACO A
ACO B
ACO C
ACO D
ACO E
ACO F
ACO G
ACO H
ACO I
ACO J
ACO K
ACO L
ACO M
ACO N

Infrastructure
15%

(1)
(2)

20%

Primary
Care
30%
25%
56%
48%

Hospitals/
All
Inpatient Physicians/
Specialists Facilities Providers
25%
25%
24%
36%

30%
50%
16%

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Other

100%
33.3%
50%
6%
100%

66.7%
50%
94%
100%

30%
100%

49%

21%
100%

33.33%

33.33%

33.33%

33% Median Infrastructure Allocation
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Notes:

◦ (1) Expense pool receives 50% until expenses paid;
PCPs receive preferential funding at $10K per PCP,
then 25% to PCP and 25% to specialists.
◦ (2) Hospitalists are considered part of specialist
percentage.
◦ (3) Any shared savings will be reinvested in
necessary infrastructure; some money will also be
used to incentivize physicians to embrace value
based care.
◦ (4) Facility fund surplus is divided 25% to physicians
and 75% to hospital; professional fund surplus is
100% physician-allocated.
68
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Notes, cont’d:

◦ (5) 100% to cover infrastructure; 25% of any
available margin after infrastructure ($2M annual
cap) will repay initial investment; 75% to
participants.
◦ (6) 66% PCPs and FQHCs; 17% non-PCP hospitalists;
12% ACO professionals and providers; 5% hospital.
◦ (7) Distribution will be modified once shared
savings exceed $1 million.
◦ (8) Reinvestment in infrastructure, care
improvement and redesign activities: 100%.
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Pooling models among ACO participating
physicians
◦ Group-focused models
◦ Individual-focused models
◦ Hybrid models



Scoring participating physician
performance

◦ Importance of data
◦ Objectivity in setting metrics and benchmarks
◦ Linking physician performance to ACO objectives
70
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Hypothetical example

◦ Possible drivers for participants and/or
providers/suppliers
 Hospitals

 Top DRG volume
 Bed-days
 ER visits

 Physicians

 PCPs: member-months, scorecard-to-cumulative-score,
episodic (encounters, office visits)
 Specialists: outcomes scorecard-to-cumulative-score, per
capita, work RVUs
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Hypothetical example, cont’d
Distribution

Allocation

Infrastructure

25.00%

Hospital pool

15.00%

PCP pool

40.00%

Specialist pool

20.00%

Total

100.00%
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Description

Weight

Financial measures
AIM: Better Care for Individuals (ACO Measures 1-13)
AIM: Better Health for Populations (ACO Measures
14-33)

Scorecard Results
PCP 2
PCP 3

PCP 1

PCP 4

30.00%
40.00%

97.9
76.2

98.9
76.2

80.3
84.5

83.4
96.8

30.00%

95.8

98.9

93.7

81.4

100.00%
Spec 1
Financial measures
AIM: Better Care for Individuals (ACO Measures 1-13)
AIM: Better Health for Populations (ACO Measures
14-33)

Spec 2

20.00%
40.00%

96.9
74.7

78.7
82.8

40.00%

96.9

91.9

100.00%
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Hypothetical example, cont’d

$1,200,000 Allocable Shared Savings After ROI and Operating Overhead
20 Percent Attributed to Specialist Performance

$ 240,000

Allocation to Specialists:
Total

Financial measures

Spec 1

Spec 2

Spec 3

$ 48,000 $ 18,071 $ 14,682 $ 15,247

AIM: Better Care for Individuals (ACO Measures 1-13)

96,000

28,416

31,488

36,096

AIM: Better Health for Populations (ACO Measures 14-33)

96,000

34,647

32,842

28,511

$ 240,000 $ 81,133 $ 79,012 $ 79,854

74
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The beneficiary inducement civil monetary penalties
provisions and the Federal anti-kickback statute are waived
with respect to free or below-FMV items or services provided
by an ACO, its participants, or its providers/suppliers to
beneficiaries if four conditions specified in the ACO Interim
Final Rule are met. [76 Fed. Reg. (Nov. 2, 2011), 68001]
CMS solicited comments on whether to add conditions such
as commercial reasonableness and FMV to ACO relationships
with outside parties (e.g., laboratories, equipment or supply
companies, manufacturers, distributors or purchasing
organizations). [76 Fed. Reg. (Nov. 2, 2011), 68005]
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